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Since the point-source pollution has being effectively controlled, non-point 
source pollution, especially the agricultural non-point source pollution, has been 
paid more attention to. With the rapid development of agriculture in our country, 
the agricultural non-point source pollution control should be strengthened, which 
is also an urgent task of the environmental protection. Based on the actual situation 
of our country, a new investment and financing mechanism should be constructed 
in order to breakthrough the capital restriction and bring the agricultural non-point 
source pollution under control. 
In the thesis, the interdisciplinary approaches and methods were used to 
research on the investment and financing mechanism of agricultural non-point 
source pollution in our country. The thesis is divided into six chapters altogether. 
Chapter One introduces the research background, objectives, significance and 
methodology, as well as some relevant concepts and theories; then summarizes the 
research progress on the investment and financing mechanism of environmental 
protection including the agricultural non-point source pollution control. 
Chapter Two roundly analyses most of the investment and financing means 
and their applications in environmental protection; then appraises the actual 
situation and existing problems of the investment and financing mechanism of 
environmental protection in our country. 
Chapter Three firstly defines the affair rights of environmental protection 
among different investors. With that, the new investment and financing mechanism 
including country finance, society, corporations and individuals, is constructed for 
the agricultural non-point source pollution control in our country. 
Chapter Four frames the support system for the new investment and financing 
mechanism, which consisted of several aspects, such as policy, institution, law, 
technology, information, public participation, environmental propaganda and 
education. 















background of Jiulong River Watershed is first introduced. Based on the analysis 
of the agricultural non-point source pollution situation and the agriculture 
characters, the investment and financing countermeasures are put forward. 
Chapter Six is the conclusion part of the thesis. It summarizes the main 
research results, innovation of the thesis, and points out the limits and prospects of 
the thesis. 
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    “投融资”是投资和融资的合称，“投资”指的是资金的投放，“融资”指
的是资金的融通、流通，含有筹集的意思，因此，投融资就是资金的筹集、
融通并按照一定的标准或要求投向特定用途的活动。 































    （1）外部性理论（Externality Theory） 
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